Key of Eb

Mixolydian Harmony + Melody

Eb  Bbm  Eb9 no3  Eb  D♭7  Eb13 sus  Eb  Bbm  Eb9 no3

Eb7 sus  Eb  Eb  Bbm  Eb9 no3  Bbm7  Eb11  Cm7  Eb6  Cm  Eb6  Bbm7  Eb11

pickup  pickup  pickup

Db/9  Eb11  Eb/9  Eb/9  Db  Eb11  D♭7  Eb13 sus  Eb7  Eb  D♭7  Eb13 sus

pickup  pickup  pickup  Not mixolydian, but works because of expanded diatonicism theory.

Bbm7  Cm7  Cm7/11  Bbm11  Fm7/11  Gm7/11  Eb  Db/Eb  Eb11

Eb9 no3  Eb6 sus  Eb11 no7  Eb9  Eb9

pickup  Also try these 2 on the top 4 strings

Db/9  Eb11  Eb/9  Eb  Ab  Eb6 sus  Db  Eb11  Eb

pickup  Practice this whole page in the following order of keys: Eb, B, D, Bb, Db, A